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HUMVEEÂ® Angle Head Military Flashlight LetÂ�s YouSee All

HUMVEE continues to fuse military standards with civilian needs with the introduction of the
Angle Head Military Flashlight Modeled after flashlights used and depended upon in battle, the
Angle Head Flashlight is designed to survive the most demanding situations while still
remaining simple and easy to use.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) March 17, 2005 -- HUMVEE continues to fuse military standards with civilian
needs with the introduction of the Angle Head Military Flashlight Modeled after flashlights used and depended
upon in battle, the Angle Head Flashlight is designed to survive the most demanding situations while still
remaining simple and easy to use.

The high pressure Xenon bulb provides 60 Lumens of ultra -bright area and distance light; while the Nichia
Japanese white LED is perfect for close-up reading and detailed inspection and will last for 10,000 hours. Four
additional screw-in filtered lenses in red, yellow, green, and white are included. Both light sources are
controlled by an easily accessible digital multiphase on/off switch.

A feature taken straight from the battlefield is the built-in retractable tripod stand. The tripod lets you use the
light hands free while tackling any project that needs a constant light source. A sturdy pocket clip and durable
nylon holster case allow the light to be easily carried on your person. The flashlight is encased in an anodized
aircraft aluminum body, with a swivel base to easily adjust the direction of the light source. Two 3V Lithium
batteries included. $69.95 MSRP.

About CampCo Incorporated
CampCo is an established adventure accessory distributor servicing retailers worldwide. CampCo inventories
over 6000 items from over 50 well known brand names offering the latest and most innovative products in the
industry. For more information on the HUMVEE Angle Head Military Flashlight, visit www.campco.com.

About HUMVEE
Headquartered in South Bend, Indiana, AM General first introduced the HUMVEE in 1985 in response to an
American military need to replace its aging fleet of trucks with a single platform that could serve a number of
combat functions. After an exhaustive assessment process, AM General's design was selected and the
HUMVEE became the workhorse of the United States Armed Forces. Since its inception, AM General has
delivered more than 175,000 HUMVEEs to American military units, as well as more than 40 friendly overseas
nations. HUMVEE is a registered trademark of AM General LLC, and is used under license from AM General
LLC.
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Contact Information
Peter Grealis
E2 CREATIVEGROUP
http://www.campco.com
310 205 0736

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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